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Cards

These are very basic definitions for the individual cards. For an in-depth understanding of a card, combine these
definitions with the additional information that comes from the colors, numbers, and symbols on your cards.
Major Arcana

0 – Simplicity (Fool) – innocence, spontaneity, curiosity, playfulness, impulsiveness, beginning of a journey,
a time of being in the flow.

1 – Manifestation (Magician) – mastery of manifestation, free-will, manipulation, self-expression,
a time of pursuing your desires.

2 – Spiritual Guide (High Priestess) – emotional detachment, service to community, self-reflection, aloofness,
a time of spiritual clarity.

3 – Generosity (Empress) – giving generously, sensuality, nurturing, luxury,  motherhood, self-indulgence,
exorbitance, sexuality, a time of creativity.

4 – Strategy (Emperor) – financial skill, fatherhood, dedication, maintaining a safe home, controlling, discipline,
       a time of wise leadership.

5 – Conformity (Hierophant) – cultural expectations, legal matters, conventional morality, adhering to tradition,
a time of conforming to a norm.

6 – Love (Lovers) – uniting the mind and emotions, loving, intimacy, appreciation, enmeshment, sexuality,
a time of joining together.

7 – Success (Chariot) – being grounded, independence, skill, self-confidence, arrogance,
a time of successful action.

8 – Balance (Justice) – equality for all involved, karma, integrity, fairness, indecision,
a time of taking action to restore balance.

9 – Solitude (Hermit) – turning within, retreat, caution, silence, renewal, solitude, isolation,
a time of trusting and seeking one’s own wisdom.

10 – Opportunity (Wheel of Fortune) – synchronicity, multiple options, confusion,
a time when many good choices are available.

11 – Strength – finding Spirit helpers, courage to take risks, harmony, inner strength, forcefulness,
a time of knowing your own power.

12 – Perspective (Hanged-One) – initiation, adaptability, reversal of beliefs or lifestyle,
a time of seeing from a different perspective.

13 – Transformation (Death) – moving on, letting go, reunion with the Spirit world, loss,
a time of major transition.
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14 – Flexibility (Temperance) – grounding, balance, repression, karmic clearing, moderation,
a time of integration.

15 – Breakthrough (Devil) – overcoming, disconnection from Spirit, dominating, evolution,
a time of freeing oneself from limitations.

16 – Awakening (Tower) – radical change, major reorganization, clearing away, chaos,
a time of dismantling what no longer works.

17 – Gratitude (Star) – big picture perspective, full openness to Spirit, self-deceit, self-blessing,
a time of knowing all is as it should be.

18 – Intuition (Moon) – instinct, illusion, experiencing mystery, discerning what’s partially hidden,
a time of following feelings.

19 – Expansion (Sun) – fun, celebration, increased knowledge and experience, explosiveness, honesty,
a time to enjoy life.

20 – Consciousness (Judgment) – astute judgments and decisions, wisdom, criticism, ability to discern truth,
a time of taking personal responsibility.

21 – Wholeness (World) – the complete circle, karmic completion, finality, emptiness, cosmic consciousness,
a time of absolute fulfillment.
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The Suit of Air (Swords)

One of Air (Swords) – the impulse and ability to think, inspiration, fresh perspective, distraction,
the beginning of an idea.

Two of Air (Swords) – ambiguity, indecision, avoidance, all options appear to be equal,
a time to be indecisive.

Three of Air (Swords) – new experiences are needed, exploration, drifting, movement into the unfamiliar,
a time to do new things.

Four of Air (Swords) – going with the flow, yielding, following, doing what others choose or expect,
a time of being guided by others.

Five of Air (Swords) – incomplete information, confusion, naiveté, lack of understanding, openness to learning,
a time of not knowing.

Six of Air (Swords) – quieting the mind, the need for mental peace, focus, meditation, over-stimulation,
a time for clearing the mind.

Seven of Air (Swords) – hidden motivations, privacy, dishonesty, failure to disclose, avoidance of truth,
a time of secrecy.

Eight of Air (Swords) – growth, rebellion, pursuing the unfamiliar, choosing new ways,
a time to let go of traditions or patterns.

Nine of Air (Swords) – self-awareness, self-judgement, introspection, understanding one’s own truths,
a time of seeing the reasons behind your own beliefs and behaviors.

Ten of Air (Swords) – taking something too far, tenacity, redundance, doing more than is needed,
a time of redoing what’s already done.

Mystic of Air (Princess, Page, or Apprentice of Swords) – satisfaction, arrogance, self-appreciation, confidence,
a time of enjoying success.

Achiever of Air (Prince or Knight of Swords) – a mental adventure, learning, boredom, fantasy,
a time when mental stimulation is desirable.

Nurturer of Air (Queen or Teacher of Swords) – appreciation for one’s own creativity, self-approval,
a time of acknowledging expertise.

Keeper of Air (King or Shaman of Swords) – skillful communication, ability to negotiate well, manipulation,
a time of attentive listening.
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The Suit of Fire (Wands)

One of Fire (Wands) – passion is ignited, this is the first spark of desire, excitement, frenetic energy,
the ability to take action.

Two of Fire (Wands) – stillness before action, waiting to begin, readiness, impatience, anticipation,
a time of alert waiting.

Three of Fire (Wands) – reliving the past, being stuck in the past, embracing history, nostalgia,
a time of loyalty to what has been.

Four of Fire (Wands) – partnership, shared resources, enmeshment, stability, inter-dependence,
a time of mutually satisfying relationship.

Five of Fire (Wands) – learning, gathering information, examining details, ongoing pursuit of education,
a time of becoming informed.

Six of Fire (Wands) – victory, accomplishment, achievement, competition, fulfilling a goal,
a time of assured success.

Seven of Fire (Wands) – achieving a level of learning, passing a test of skills, proficiency, incompetence,
a time of proving one’s self.

Eight of Fire (Wands) – swift resolution, rapid ending, impatient aggression, efficiency, insensitivity,
a time of doing things quickly.

Nine of Fire (Wands) – physical exhaustion, low energy, illness, a vacation is needed, sleep is needed,
a time to rest and rejuvenate.

Ten of Fire (Wands) – helping others too much, exploitation, carrying a lot of responsibility,
a time of being overburdened.

Mystic of Fire (Princess, Page, or Apprentice of Wands) – spiritual and intuitive awareness, ungrounded,
a time of exploring possibility.

Achiever of Fire (Prince or Knight of Wands) – vibrancy, passion, anger, forcefulness,
a time of big adventures.

Nurturer of Fire (Queen or Teacher of Wands) – mindfulness, spiritual clarity, isolation, expanded awareness,
a time of receiving wisdom.

Keeper of Fire (King or Shaman of Wands) – wise judgment, addressing truth, harshness,
a time to consider all perspectives and results.
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The Suit of Water (Cups)

One of Water (Cups) – inborn joy or delight, happiness, foolishness, underlying contentment,
the ability to be happy.

Two of Water (Cups) – attraction, obsession, emotional draw toward someone or something,
a time of fascination.

Three of Water (Cups) – reuniting with loved ones, forgiving, clinging, unwillingness to let go,
a time of returning to a loving relationship.

Four of Water (Cups) – emotional struggle, grieving, depression, healing of underlying emotional wounds,
a time of uneasiness.

Five of Water (Cups) – separation from love, self-reliance, fear of intimacy, abandonment,
a time of feeling rejected.

Six of Water (Cups) – fond memories of the past, longing for former times, wistfulness, attachment to tradition,
a time of nostalgia.

Seven of Water (Cups) – looking beyond the surface, projection, seeking what’s hidden,
a time of seeing what isn’t obvious.

Eight of Water (Cups) – taking a leap of faith, trust, acting on intuition or instinct, delusion,
a time of moving toward an unknown result.

Nine of Water (Cups) – having fun with others, celebration, enjoying friends and family,
a time for laughter and play.

Ten of Water (Cups) – the heart is at home, contentment, complete emotional comfort, complacency,
a time of emotional satisfaction.

Mystic of Water (Princess, Page, or Apprentice of Cups) – giving emotional support, healing, care-taking,
a time of restoring what was damaged.

Achiever of Water (Prince or Knight of Cups) – the perpetual romantic, idealism, optimism, pessimism,
a time of seeking perfection.

Nurturer of Water (Queen or Teacher of Cups) – nurturing others, compassion, attachment,
a time to focus on emotional interactions.

Keeper of Water (King or Shaman of Cups) – emotional clarity, being controlled, self-control,
a time of choosing how emotions are expressed.
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The Suit of Earth (Pentacles)

One of Earth (Pentacles) – the tools of survival, the foundation of success, the ability to be,
a time of tending to the basics.

Two of Earth (Pentacles) – making things happen, manifestation, aggression, effective action,
a time of bringing visions into reality.

Three of Earth (Pentacles) – retreating into solitude, pausing, quitting, returning to the self, setting aside busyness,
a time of being.

Four of Earth (Pentacles) – inviting Spirit in, performing ceremony, solidification, entrenchment,
a time of stabilizing the foundation.

Five of Earth (Pentacles) – gathering strength,  preparing, delaying, building endurance,
a time of getting ready for expansion.

Six of Earth (Pentacles) – releasing excess, giving gifts, generosity, dumping, sharing wealth,
a time of giving things away.

Seven of Earth (Pentacles) – gathering the rewards of work that’s completed, acquiring, hoarding,
a time of saving for the future.

Eight of Earth (Pentacles) – learning more skills, perfecting existing skills, procrastination,
a time of preparing for career advancement.

Nine of Earth (Pentacles) – comfort with financial or material assets, security, greed, resources,
a time of having what’s needed.

Ten of Earth (Pentacles) – family connections, support, confinement, being central in a community,
a time of receiving assistance.

Mystic of Earth (Princess, Page, or Apprentice of Pentacles) – conservative use of resources, thrift, poverty,
a time of refraining from luxury.

Achiever of Earth (Prince or Knight of Pentacles) – solid movement, deliberate, stubborn, reliable strength,
a time of being grounded.

Nurturer of Earth (Queen or Teacher of Pentacles) – sharing abundance, providing safety, caretaking,
a time of giving assistance.

Keeper of Earth (King or Shaman of Pentacles) – skillful use of resources, well-planned process, depletion,
a time of using what one has.
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The Suit of Bridges
Unique to Radiant Wisdom Tarot Deck

One of Bridges – belief, acceptance of the validity of your idea, willingness to trust, self-deception,
a time of having faith.

Two of Bridges – grounding, practicality, awareness of personal abilities, awareness of resources,
a time of aligning a dream, idea, or vision with reality.

Three of Bridges – emulation, using processes that already exist, lack of originality,
a time of following another’s example.

Four of Bridges – pausing, waiting for the right time, allowing things to gel, delaying,
a time to let it rest awhile.

Five of Bridges – resolution, getting past obstacles, doing what needs to be done, letting go of some details,
a time of creating solutions.

Six of Bridges – exploration, considering alternatives, expanded thinking, creativity, innovation, distraction,
a time to look at options.

Seven of Bridges – commitment, focused attention, decisiveness, rigidity, loyalty,
a time to decide your course.

Eight of Bridges – adjustment, making slight alterations, fine-tuning, indecision, flexibility,
a time of re-alignment.

Nine of Bridges – scrutiny, careful examination, tending to details, perfectionism,
a time of meticulous analysis.

Ten of Bridges – finishing, finalizing, bringing things to completion, stopping,
a time of bringing your involvement to an end.

Mystic of Bridges – dreaming, imagining, receiving inspiration, fantasizing,
a time of openness to the unknown future.

Achiever of Bridges – taking action, accomplishing what you can, distraction,
a time of doing.

Nurturer of Bridges – collaboration, sharing resources, sharing skills, joining with a partner or helper,
a time of working with others.

Keeper of Bridges – persistence, continuity, perseverance, forcefulness,
a time to keep going in the same direction.

http://radiantwisdomtarot.com
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Astrological Symbols

Astrological symbols (glyphs) have very specific meanings when they’re depicted in relation to each other, in
conjunction with a house, or in certain degrees. This list covers the basics. There are many books available that will
give you a deeper understanding of these symbols.

Signs
Aries

Playfulness, self-assertion, spontaneity, naiveté, focus on self
Taurus

Grounding, determination, deliberateness, material things, focus on family and close friends
Gemini

  Learning, communication, flexibility, focus on social interactions
Cancer

Emotion, peace, introspection, caution, nurturing, home, focus on family
Leo

  Passion, extroversion, entertainment, loyalty, generosity, focus on being seen and known
Virgo

  Precision, analysis, tending to details, reliability, logic, focus on achieving goals
Libra

  Balance, peace, harmony, diplomacy, long-term relationships, focus on relating harmoniously
Scorpio

  Mystery, privacy, solitude, intensity, resourcefulness, focus on the subconscious
Sagittarius

Adventure, travel, happiness, joyful expansion, truth seeking, focus on celebrating life
Capricorn

Strategy, business, logic, ambition, financial well-being, leadership, focus on sustainability
Aquarius

Innovation, intellectual exploration, breakthrough, focus on self-reliance
Pisces
 Intuition, spirituality, altruism, creativity, healing, focus on emotional experiences

Planets
Moon

Intuition, emotion, mystery
Sun

Self-expression, enthusiasm, action, vitality
Mercury

Communication, thought, comprehension
Venus

Values, physical well-being, harmony, ability to attract
Mars
 Passion, action, self-motivation, stamina

http://radiantwisdomtarot.com
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Jupiter
Expansion, synchronicity, path to higher purpose

Saturn
Boundaries, practicality, developing expertise

Uranus
Innovation, compassion, change

Neptune
 Dreams, spirituality, intuition
Pluto
 Intensity, subconscious, transformation

Aspects
Conjunct

Must find a way to work together
Opposition

Opposing perspectives or energies
Sextile
 Intentional use of easy energy flow
Square

Surprising developments
Trine

Easy flow of energy, compatible perspectives
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Colors

Most Tarot decks include a variety of colors which can add layers of meaning to the cards. A dominant color is often
used to identify a card’s suit. Because Tarot cards are also works of art, many readers interpret the more dominant
colors on each card rather than interpreting all of the colors.

General guidelines for interpreting color:
► Soft and pastel colors often indicate energy that is being used gently and sometimes ineffectively.
► Bright and clear colors tend to indicate energy that is flowing freely and supporting wellbeing in obvious ways.
► Dull and muddy colors usually indicate energy that is difficult to understand, sluggish, blocked, or challenging.
► Dark and clear colors often indicate energy that is being used intensely and sometimes too aggressively.
► Swirled colors or fades from one color to another can indicate energy that is multifaceted, changeable, or unsettled.
► Black and white images can indicate stark reality or absolute options.

Main colors used as symbolism in most Tarot decks:
Red
       ► clear or vibrant –  physical activity, health, vitality, passion
       ► dull or muddy – illness, lethargy, exhaustion, anger
Blue
       ► clear or vibrant – emotions, love, relationship
       ► dull or muddy – emotional upset, discomfort, or avoidance
Yellow
       ► clear or vibrant – mental activity, clarity, logic, creativity
       ► dull or muddy – confusion, creative blockage, diversion
Green
       ► clear or vibrant – health, abundance, fertility, bond with nature
       ► dull or muddy – illness, financial struggle, creative blockage
Lavender/Purple
       ► clear or vibrant – spiritual awareness
       ► dull or muddy – impaired connection to spirit
Orange
       ► clear or vibrant – passion, decisive action
       ► dull or muddy – anger, confusion, ambiguity
Brown
       ► fertility, connection to nature, grounding
Gray
       ► indecision, confusion, stillness
Black
       ► mystery, grounding, spiritual awareness
White
       ► innocence, purity, absence of intent
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Numbers

0 – Spontaneity – Zero appears on only one card in the deck, the Fool of the Major Arcana.
“0” represents all that is. Everything is included, nothing is excluded. This is the continuous circle.

1 – Beginning – This is the point of inspiration.
The number “1” represents our inborn gifts and the things that are always available to us, even when we can’t
see them.

2 –  Balance – This is the beginning of form.
The number “2” represents the gestating stage of development. The energy is moving and it will manifest but
at this time nothing external has yet appeared.

3 – Synthesis – This is when external activity begins to appear.
The number “3” represents the flow between internal and external processes as they begin to create a result.

4 – Stability – This is a time when foundations and boundaries are established to provide a space for what’s
developing.  The number “4” represents support that nurtures continued growth.

5 – Alignment – This is where visions, dreams, and aspirations meet reality.
The number “5” represents the point where an idea meets what’s actually possible. Decisions are made about
what to keep and what to let go of.

6 – Confidence – This is a time of exuberant expression.
The number “6” represents a point at which hopes and possibilities are aligned with each other and everything
is working beautifully. Any resistance is minimal and progress is easily achieved.

7 – Appraisal – This is a time of reviewing what’s already occurred and projecting where that may lead.
The number “7” represents a point where results are evaluated for insight about how to proceed.

8 – Change – This is a time when a new direction is opening.
The number “8” represents a point where new possibilities appear.

9 – Completion – This is a time when things are getting finished.
The number “9” represents that point where all that can be done has been done and the results are what they
will be.

10 – Transformation – This is the present supporting the future.
The number “10” represents the point where what already is becomes a foundation for what will come.
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11 thru 21 – These appear only in the Major Arcana.
These numbers each reduce down to a single digit, which is the basis for numerological meanings.
One way to understand their meanings is to look at the meanings of both digits and of the single digit that is

 the sum of both digits added together. Then combine those three meanings to discern a meaning for the number.
        Examples:

► 11 is 1 + 1 = 2  Consider the meanings for 1 (amplified because there are two of them), & 2.
                             This is an expanded sense of integrity and the ability to inspire others. The number “11”  represents

an approach that supports the highest good of all.
► 12 is 1 + 2 = 3  Consider the meanings for 1, 2, & 3.

This is spiritual and physical idealism. The number “12” represents the ability to unite the spiritual
and physical aspects of one’s being.

► 13 is 1 + 3 = 4  Consider the meanings for 1, 3, & 4.
This is the ability to adapt to change. The number “13” represents a time of remembering how to
live well with what cannot be changed and how to flow with what must be changed.

► 14 is 1 + 4 = 5  Consider the meanings for 1, 4, & 5.
  This is an indication of life lessons waiting to be embraced. The number “14” represents a point at

which we’re invited to step up and embrace the growth we intend to experience.

Note about the “People” or “Court” cards:
The traditional names of the “people” cards in Tarot are based on cultural perspectives of gender and gender roles.
In reality, the energies of all of these cards are native to all humans. A gender interpretation is only valid when
you’re using the card to determine the gender of a person associated with the reading.

Mystic (Princess, Page, Apprentice) – Exuberance – This represents a youthful, exuberant approach that’s full
of energy and enthusiasm. Naiveté may be present and that’s ok. This a point at which growth, inspiration, and
openness to learning are highly valued.

Achiever (Prince, Knight) – Skill – This represents skills that are solid and the ability to use them well. This is a
point at which confidence and the willingness to take appropriate action are highly valued.

Nurturer (Queen, Teacher) – Relating – This represents awareness of relationship. This is a point where having
a beneficial impact on others is highly valued and wisdom is shared easily. The focus is on relating in ways that
enhance the well-being of all involved.

Keeper (King, Shaman) – Leadership – This represents the ability to provide leadership and protection. Skills are
expertly developed and there’s a strong ability to discern what impact today’s actions will have in the future.

 Sustainability is highly valued. The focus is on wise action and supporting the well-being of all.
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Picture Symbols
These are the most common picture symbols on Tarot cards and the meanings that are used most frequently.

Each Tarot artist uses symbols that they relate to in addition to using the common symbols. You’ll probably see
symbols in your deck that are not listed here. When that occurs, be with your own response to the symbol, allowing
your understanding of its meaning to be guided by your imagination and intuition.
Air

Tarot Suit Attributes (Swords)
       Mind, thinking, creative inspiration, mental health, communication

In General
  Interconnection of all beings
  Activities such as air travel, parachuting, cardiovascular exercise
  Attributes such as talkativeness, clear communication, being inconspicuous
  Issues with practicality, being fully present, tending to physical needs
  Health strengths: respiratory system, circulatory system, throat
  Health challenges: feet, legs, ankles
  Careers such as aviation, respiratory healthcare, air quality control, heating & cooling

Tornado, Whirlwind
  Sudden change

Wind
       Challenge, change, adaptability, movement, spontaneity
Animals

In General
       Time shared with pets or other animals, connection with Totem Animals, attention to physical well-being
       Activities such as horseback riding, caring for animals, hunting, fishing, walking the dog
      Attributes such as unconditional love, self-sufficiency, adaptability, resourcefulness
  Issues with allergies, fear, personal space
  Health strengths: tendons, muscles, joints, reproductive organs
  Health challenges: digestion, fingers, hands, arms
       Careers such as farming, veterinary medicine, animal communication, ecology, zoology

Bear
       Protection, security, nurturing the young, solitude

Cat
     Independence, companionship, unconditional love, self-indulgence, creativity
Deer
 Gentleness, observe what’s going
Dog
 Companionship, collaboration, unconditional love, playfulness
Elephant
 Being well grounded, physical strength, community, family
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Horse
       Travel, reliability, adventure, material abundance, physical strength

Lion, Tiger
       Courage, self-confidence, assertiveness, community, family

Rabbit
  Rapid movement, fertility, gentleness

Snake
  Continuity, subtlety, flowing with what’s occurring

Squirrel
  Industriousness, preparation for the future

Turtle
       Security, stability, slow movement, adaptability

Wolf
       Family, community, assertiveness, loneliness, leadership
Birds

In General
       Freedom of movement, big picture perspective
       Activities such as air travel, bird watching, exploring
      Attributes such as being light-hearted, gentle, playful, musically gifted, adventurous
       Issues with grounding, self-preservation, protecting the young
  Health strengths: respiratory system, shoulders, neck, upper back
  Health challenges: digestion, sleep, body chemistry

Careers such as aviation, aerospace, community development, art, music, transportation
Blue Jay

       Caution is needed, more information is needed
Crow

      Use your resources wisely, communication
Feather

       Easy movement, gentleness
Hawk, Eagle

       Long-term thinking, independence, message from Spirit, higher consciousness, protectiveness
Hummingbird

       Being high-energy, living in the moment, maintaining boundaries
Owl

       Wisdom, solitude, ability to see what isn’t obvious
Peacock

      Generosity, self-awareness, self-esteem, sharing beauty
Water Birds (Ducks, geese, pelicans, etc.)

       Emotions are impacting thinking
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Butterflies, Dragonflies
     Gentleness, playfulness, spontaneity, change, transformation, self-reliance
Earth

Tarot Suit Attributes (Pentacles)
       Physical body, material possessions, sustaining life, physical health

In General
 Practicality, solidity, sustainability, being grounded, stability, reliability

       Activities such as gardening, hiking, camping, time with elders, outdoor sports, observing
       Attributes such as unconditional love, self-sufficiency, resourcefulness, abundance, predictability

Issues with sluggishness, rigidity, adaptability, fundamentalism
Health strengths: bones, feet, hips, digestive system
Health challenges: body temperature, eyesight, respiratory system

       Careers such as farming, landscaping, leading nature adventures, biology, forestry, ecology, geology, history,
       gemology, mining, physics, massage therapy, bodywork

Cave
        Inner process, go within for you answer, health issues with digestive organs

Crystals
Clarity, focus, inner beauty, hidden qualities

Mountain
        Challenge, adventure, ability to see from a big perspective, significant achievement

Stones, Rocks
        Grounding, attachment to a specific place, durability
Fire

Tarot Suit Attributes (Wands)
       Spirit, doing, expressing passion, spiritual health

In General
       Warmth, home, transformation
       Activities such as sports, exercise, creating, cooking, destroying, soldering, sex
       Attributes such as passion, intensity, enthusiasm, creativity
  Issues with anger, abruptness, impatience, instability
  Health strengths: stamina, heart, lungs, circulatory system
  Health challenges: insomnia, fevers, immune system
       Careers such as fire fighting, volcanology, astronomy, astrology, neurology, chemistry, metalsmithing

Campfire
Companionship, warmth, safety

Forest Fire
The situation is being approached too intensely.

Volcano
       Transformation, sudden change, disruption, anger, indigestion
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Fish
In General

       Adaptability, emotion, intuitive communication
  Activities such as swimming, water skiing, boating, bathing
  Attributes such as community involvement, self-reliance, swiftness
  Issues with decisiveness, distinguishing between reality and imagination, commitment
  Health strengths: lungs, tendons and joints, muscles, hands, arms
  Health challenges: respiratory system, vision, absorbing nutrients
  Careers such as wetlands preservation, community activism, fishing, waste management

Dophin, Whale
       Communication, emotional connection, community, inter-species connections

Jellyfish
  Illusion may be at play, something important is unknown

School of Fish
  Conformity, being in the flow
Geometric Shapes

In General
  Predictability, logic, fitting in
  Activities such as playing strategic games, sports, creative projects involving shapes
  Attributes such as stability, being forthright, ability to set and maintain boundaries
  Issues with change, finding self-worth, being understood
  Health strengths: feet, legs, hips, balance, coordination
  Health challenges: tendons, joints, muscles
  Careers such as mathematics, physics, architectural design, fashion design, construction, visual arts

Circle
      Emotion, continuity, inclusiveness, wholeness

Infinity, Figure 8
       Continuity, permanence, internal/external connection

Pentacle, Pentagram
      Life, abundance, good health

Spiral, Swirl
       Movement of energy

Square, Rectangle
       Solidity, security

Star of David
       Spirit/human connection, “As above so below.”

Triangle, Pyramid
       Stability, action, wisdom
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Metals
Copper

       Changeable, history, past-life, adaptation
Gold

      Logic, valuable, malleable, security, spiritual connection
Iron

       Durable, consistent, supportive, intense labor, grounded
Silver

       Intuition, adaptable, affordable, self-reflection, spiritual connection
Miscellaneous

Desolate Images
      Malnourishment, lack of attention, challenge

Images facing opposite directions
       Indecision, choices are available, disagreement

Shadow
       Something is unclear, emotional discomfort

Sleeping figure
       Relaxation, rest is needed, using dreamtime to support growth

Tears, Crying
       Grief, emotional challenge, healing

Upside Down Images
       A fresh perspective is needed

Yin Yang
  Harmony, integration
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Moon
In General

Spirituality, emotions, intuitive and psychic ability, creativity, the unknown, female energy
       Activities such as parenting, time with children, nurturing, self-care, sharing resources
       Attributes such as being generous, protective, insightful, nurturing, creative
  Issues with clarity, ordinary activities, emotional discomfort, confusion, deception
  Health strengths: heart, digestive system, attunement with the needs of one’s own body

Health challenges: water retention, joints, eyes, emotional illness, substance abuse
       Careers such as homemaking, nursing, teaching, food services, alternative healing, spiritual leadership,

childcare, intuitive consulting
Full Moon

  Intuition, spiritual connection, clear insights, social connections, celebration
New Moon

  Solitude, inner work, spiritual connection, emotional confusion, creativity, deep insights
Waxing Moon

  Energy is expanding, time for outward expression of ideas, awakening, new beginning
Waning Moon

  Energy is diminishing, time to begin looking within, solitude, ending
Mythical Beings

Angel
  Spirituality, harmony, hope

Dragon
  Wisdom, connection to nature, longevity

Fairy
  Connection to nature, gentleness, creativity

Kachina
  Abundance, fertility, creativity, self-awareness

Mermaid
  Intuition, seek deeper wisdom, compassion

Phoenix
  Rebirth, rejuvenation

Sphinx
  Patience, creativity

Unicorn
  Wisdom, open heart, innocence
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Objects
Armor

       Defensiveness, aggression, protection, intense boundaries
Basket, Bowl

       Harvest, abundance, results of what’s been done
Blanket

       Security, warmth, nurturance, healing
Bell

  Communication
Book

       Learning, teaching, new information
Coins

       Abundance
Cup

       Emotion, feeling, emotional health, intuition
Drum

       Earth, heartbeat, physical health, stability
Jewelry, Personal Adornments

       Abundance, self-indulgence, security, social or political influence
Key

  The needed resources are available
Mirror

       Self-image, look within, external events are an internal issue
Pentacle, Pentagram

       Body, having things, sustaining life, physical health
Scales

  Karma, justice, all is returning to balance, need to find balance
Sword

      Mind, thinking, creative inspiration, mental health
Toy, Doll

       Playfulness, spontaneity, youthful approach
Vehicle

       Travel, movement, relocation, speed
Wand

       Spirit, doing, expressing passion, spiritual health
Wheel, Round Mandala

       Opportunity, continuity
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People
People Together

       Group activities, family activities, relationship dynamics, assistance is available
       Activities such as politics, celebrations, meetings, conversation, social & family gatherings
       Attributes such as friendliness, love, generosity, affinity
       Careers such as human services, entertainment, event planning, spiritual leadership, human medicine,

teaching, homemaking, career situations that require group participation
People Alone

       Time alone, solitude, isolation, do this alone, personal issues or dynamics
       Activities such as retreats, solitary walks, meditation, self-care, solitary creative pursuits
       Attributes such as self-confidence, vulnerability, creativity
       Career situations that require solitary work.

Adult
       Maturity, competence, leadership, emotional stability

Baby
  Birth, pregnancy, fresh perspective, creativity

Child
Naiveté, exploration, exuberance, playfulness

Elderly Person
      Wisdom, teaching, completion, self-awareness

Man
  Projective energy, a man or boy is involved
 Teen
  Exploration, rebellion, growth, courage

Woman
  Receptive energy, a woman or girl is involved
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Plants
(also see Trees)
 In General
  Growth, success, grounding, access to Nature Spirits, communication with the Earth
  Activities such as gardening, preserving and preparing food, preparing herbal remedies
  Attributes such as willingness to grow, gently holding personal truth, neighborliness, adaptability
  Issues with domination, lack of control, seasonal challenges
  Health strengths: supple tendons and muscles, mental well-being, ability to heal
  Health challenges: digestive system, respiratory system, bones, spine
  Careers such as landscaping, agriculture, environmental preservation or restoration, herbal medicine,
      horticulture, nutrition, florist

Flowers
       Beauty, gentleness, growth, cheerfulness

Berries
       Abundance, generosity, security, pleasant interactions

Grass, Grain, Vegetables
       Security, nutrition, abundance, survival is assured

Herbs
       Physical health needs attention, natural re-generation, intuition

Lush vegetation
       Good health, abundance

Roots
       Growth, connection, nurturance, exploration, being well-grounded

Vines
       Growth, on-going process, adaptability, exploration
Rainbow

In General
       Variety, diversity, harmony, hope, precision
       Activities such as sharing, creating art, rites of passage
       Attributes such as happiness, flexibility, enjoyment of diversity, generosity
  Issues with stability, permanence, boredom
  Health strengths: physical and mental flexibility
  Health challenges: vision, back and spine, feet, fingers, digestion
       Careers such as interior decorating, art, motivational speaking, community development, childcare,

entertainment, meteorology
Double Rainbow
 Spiritual and physical transformation, personal growth that transforms
With Rain
 Emotional challenges are clearing.
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Seasons
Spring

       New beginning, growth, increase, opportunity, youth
Summer

       Ripeness, increase, opportunity, harvest, young adult
Autumn/Fall

       Maturity, harvest, reduction, middle-aged adult
Winter

      Maturity, rest, stillness, elder
Sky
(also see Moon, Star, Sun, Rainbow)

In General
       Thinking, imagining, expansiveness, freedom
       Activities such as air travel, bird watching, sky diving, star gazing, hang gliding
       Attributes such as creativity, enthusiasm, comfort with the unknown, willingness to take risks
  Issues with staying grounded, practicality, tending to details
  Health strengths: vision, mental health and brain function, respiratory system
  Health challenges: accident prone, digestive system, circulatory system, hearing
       Careers such as electronics, telecommunications, public speaking, internet technology, astronomy, astrology,

aerospace, electricity, meteorology
Daytime Sky

       External work, community activities, action, social activities
Clouds, Smoke, Fog

       Unclear thinking, unclear information, confusing situation
Lightning

       Sudden change
Nighttime Sky

      Internal work, intuitive exploration, creativity, rest is needed
Storm

Challenge, change, adaptability, movement, spontaneity
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Star
In General

Imagination, spirituality, generosity, awareness of big picture
Activities such as seeking, striving, networking, observing
Attributes such as being outgoing, contemplative, positive, expansive
Issues with conforming, focusing on details, fitting in, following another’s lead
Health strengths: brain function, circulatory system, heart, lungs, eyes
Health challenges: hearing, digestive organs, throat, mouth, ears

     Careers such as astronomy, astrology, aerospace, science fiction, entertainment, electrical engineering,
physics, solitary work situations

Four Pointed Star
  Stability, accept assistance from all resources, alignment with Earth energies

Five Pointed Star
Physical body, material possessions, physical health, alignment with Earth energies

Six Pointed Star
Spirit/human connection, “As above so below”

Seven Pointed Star
 Alignment with Spiritual energies, inspiration, wisdom
Eight Pointed Star
 Energies of the equinoxes, solstices, and cross-quarters (mid-seasons)

Sun
In General

       Logic, expansiveness, clear thinking, fun, happiness, playfulness, male energy
Activities such as parenting, strategic planning, socializing, learning, dancing

       Attributes such as charisma, excitement, being rational or knowledgeable, cheerfulness
  Issues with passion, zealousness, erratic behavior, impulsiveness
  Health strengths: vision, eyes, brain function, vocal chords, stamina
  Health challenges: stress, headaches, skin
      Careers such as sales, business, banking, engineering, mathematics, sales, entertainment, chemistry,

accounting, education, childcare, child development, producing electricity
Sunrise

Inspiration, new beginning
Sunset

Closure, reduced participation
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Structures
Building

Home, shelter, community, place of business
Activities such as building maintenance, repair, remodeling, and redecorating, real estate purchase or sale,

   relaxation, time with family and close friends
       Attributes such as security, hospitality, generosity, being well-defined
  Issues with stability, conformity, career planning
  Health strengths: bones, heart, liver
  Health challenges: feet, hair, skin
       Careers such as architecture, construction, janitorial services, real estate management or sales, engineering,

social services, archeology
Cage, Fenced Enclosure, Closed Gate

       Boundaries, self-imposed limitations
Road, Path, Bridge

       Indication of direction, movement, exploration
       Activities such as travel, relocation, walking, transporting, growing, accumulating experiences
       Attributes such as being adventurous, self-motivated, focused
  Issues with stillness, consistency, boredom
  Health strengths: feet, legs, hips, back, joints,
  Health challenges: hands and arms, shoulders, head
      Careers such as automotive, roadwork, travel industry, engineering, map making

Tower
  Far vision, isolation, solitude, privacy

Falling Tower
   Sudden or uncontrollable change
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Trees
(also see Plants)

In General
  Grounding, sense of place, belonging, shelter, healing
  Activities such as time with elders, observing, anchoring, enjoying relationships, time in meditation
  Attributes such as being secure, solid, predictable, well-grounded
  Issues with movement, relocation, releasing the past
  Health strengths: bones, posture, heart, arms, respiratory system
  Health challenges: skin, feet, mobility
  Careers such as forestry, community development, farming, family counseling, mediation
 Apple
       Abundance, generosity, security, nourishment, good health
 Maple
  Variety, durability, nurturing, kindness, success

Oak
 Stability, truth, ancient wisdom
Olive
 Peace, harmony
Pine
 Flexibility, creativity, shelter, warmth, durability, connection with Spirit

Water
Tarot Suit Attributes (Cups)

       Emotion, feeling, emotional health, intuition, the unknown
In General

       Cleansing, emotion, intuition, movement, yielding
       Activities such as swimming, boating, travel, bathing, cleaning, crying, loving
       Attributes such as emotion, intuition, indecision, indifference, adaptability
  Issues with emotional clarity, stability, fear, indecision, avoidance
  Health strengths: heart, circulatory system, skin, immune system, body chemistry

Health challenges: blood pressure, emotional illness, depression, respiratory system
      Careers such as psychology, psychiatry, cleaning service, sailing, dock worker, diving, marine sciences,

intuitive consultant
Ice

       Transparency, lack of connection, aloofness
Pond, Ocean, Lake

       Fluidity, adaptability, receptivity
River, Stream, Waves

       Movement, spontaneity, adaptability

http://www.laughingwomyn.com
http://radiantwisdomtarot.com
http://www.amazon.com/Radiant-Wisdom-Tarot-ebook/dp/B00BJDOBWK/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1361536673&sr=1-1
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/radiant-wisdom-tarot-laughing-womyn-ashonosheni/1114677906?ean=2940016259789
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About The Author

Laughing Womyn Ashonosheni is a Shaman, Wisdom Teacher, and Healer. Her spiritual gifts and expansive insights
are a native part of her being. She enjoys transforming the mysterious into the obvious and Tarot is one of her favorite
tools for doing this.

Her professional expertise comes from nearly thirty years of helping people create fulfilling and happy lives. Her
broad insight into the layers of wisdom available through Tarot has evolved as a result of providing thousands of
readings for people from all walks of life.

Laughing Womyn is deeply rooted in the traditions of her ancestors and enthusiastically engaged in the traditions
being reclaimed and those being created by our rapidly expanding human consciousness. She carries a vision of
celebration between all beings and all ways of being.

She remembers that each one of us is capable of profound delight in this magnificent journey through life on the
physical plane.

Stop by and say hello!
Laughing Womyn blogs about a variety of topics related to personal and spiritual development, holistic healing, and
successful self-employment.
She’d love for you to stop by and say hello: http://laughingwomynblog.wordpress.com/

~  Other works by this author  ~

Radiant Wisdom Tarot
The Sacred Hoops Course

Whispers of Our Knowings
The Fool, The Empress, & The Magician

Her publications are available at
LaughingWomyn.com & RadiantWisdomTarot.com

Amazon & Barnes & Noble

http://www.laughingwomyn.com
http://radiantwisdomtarot.com
http://www.amazon.com/Radiant-Wisdom-Tarot-ebook/dp/B00BJDOBWK/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1361536673&sr=1-1
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Excerpt from
Whispers of Our Knowings

Trail In The Forest

The path through the forest has twisted and turned, twining its way around trees, rocks and smaller growths of
many sorts. The sun has risen higher in the sky on this walk, moving from the void of night’s beauty, through dawn,
and well into the late morning hours. Now approaching the fullness of noon, Iliani finds herself standing atop a
boulder on the side of a tree-covered mountain. Valleys open out before her in all directions and the fullness of
summer’s foliage obscures the ground.

For today’s walk Iliani has chosen to experience her journey fully open to those she will encounter and hawk
is her first companion. Gliding silently on the high winds, hawk’s shadow greeted Iliani as she stood looking at the
valleys. Hawk settled on the boulder beside Iliani and began to shake dust from her feathers, listening thoughtfully
for the question she knew would come.

“How do I know the right path?” Iliani asked, her hands motioning out toward the dozens of valleys that looked
pretty much alike.

Hawk cocked her head to the side, on dark eye observing Iliani closely, and then took flight, soaring higher and
farther away until she disappeared from Iliani’s sight.

Iliani chose a path, a trail cleared by deer, and began descending the hillside. She saw the trails of the forest
dwellers crisscrossing one another and spreading out like spider webs beneath the green canopy of leaves. This
woman of the forest knew to hold steady to a path or she’d find herself traveling in circles, so on she walked, carefully
following her deer path and ignoring the voices of the other paths. The words of her grandmother whispered in
Iliani’s ears, “I could choose one path, follow it only, and walk so far on it that all I thought I knew at the beginning
would completely disappear by the end. I could choose to follow a few steps on every path that crosses mine and
walk always within an arm’s length of where I began. I could choose to walk far enough on one path that I cannot
see the place of beginning, then step onto another, and another after that and walk so far this way that I could never
again find the beginning. And when the day is done, will I not have spent a whole day walking?”

A stream called to Iliani, beckoning her with the sound of cool water and when she stopped at its edge, frog
appeared from among the grasses and sat staring at her.

“How do I know the right path?” Iliani asked again and frog regarded her for a long moment then slipped silently
into the water.

Iliani sat on the sun-warmed rocks at the stream’s edge, her body embraced by their heat. Soon, the warmth and
the flowing water lulled her into a nap in which she dreamed of meeting a woodspirit.

“Surely you know all the paths here about,” she said, “how do I know the right one?” The woodspirit laughed,
plucked a very ordinary looking maple leaf from a tree and handed it to her.

“This is the trail marker,” Iliani thought in the crystal clear haze of her dream. She slept awhile longer then
awoke refreshed and certain she’d received her guidance. Picking herself up from the rock, Iliani looked around for
a maple leaf and realized the forest was crowded with thousands of maple trees, each one a whole world in itself to
some of the forest dwellers. She walked away from the stream, her question still hanging.

http://www.amazon.com/Whispers-of-Our-Knowings-ebook/dp/B006VQZ5P2/ref=sr_1_3?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1361536743&sr=1-3#_
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/whispers-of-our-knowings-laughing-womyn-ashonosheni/1013711692?ean=9780595152278
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And so the day went until the sun set and the moon rose full. Iliani made camp then, settling herself for a night
of deep sleep. As she lay, tree roots pushed against her body and bugs skittered and buzzed about her face. Soon it
was apparent that sleep would not come. Iliani sat up in the moonlight, back cradled by one of thousands of maple
trees, and a single leaf fell at her feet. Her grandmother’s chuckle teased at her ear again and Iliani laughed in return
as her grandmother whispered, “If you enjoyed the day, you were on the right path.”

*********
If you enjoyed this story and would like to read more, Whispers Of Our Knowings is available in paperback and
eBook from Amazon & Barnes & Noble.

Excerpt from
Radiant Wisdom Tarot

10 ~ Opportunity

Opportunity is a reliable and dynamic force in this universe. As we move through time opportunity moves with us,
bringing into each new moment options that weren’t available a moment ago and won’t be available when the
moment passes. The doors to new adventures are always nearby and it’s up to us to decide which possibilities we’re
interested in experiencing.

Opportunity doesn’t put a value on us or on itself, it simply offers a way into an experience. Perhaps our doors open
to big events in life or perhaps they open to the details of daily living. Regardless of the magnitude of opportunity
we encounter, each moment provides options for creating harmony, growth, and challenge. There are good reasons
for choosing or not choosing any of these. The choice about how we use our open doors is always ours.

♥ Creativity is supported through awareness of options.

When Opportunity appears in your reading, you’ve planted the seeds well, they’ve begun to emerge, and change
is readily available to you. The work for you to do right now is to recognize what’s available for you to experience

http://www.amazon.com/Whispers-of-Our-Knowings-ebook/dp/B006VQZ5P2/ref=sr_1_3?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1361536743&sr=1-3#_
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/whispers-of-our-knowings-laughing-womyn-ashonosheni/1013711692?ean=9780595152278
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and decide which of those options you want to pursue. This is a good time to choose the most appealing opportunities
you can see and let the others wait until another time.

Ease: Full access to choices and opportunities.
To live the ease of this card, give yourself permission to recognize all of your options and pursue the ones you’re
attracted to.
To support yourself in living the ease: Increase the energy flow through your throat chakra. Balance the flow of
energy in your base, belly, and crown chakras.
Carry one of these stones for awhile: Alexandrite, Smokey Quartz, Tiger Eye

Effort: Inability or unwillingness to focus, lack of commitment.
To live the effort of this card, explore all options available to you.
To support yourself in living the effort: Reduce the energy flowing through your base and solar plexus chakras.
Increase the flow of energy through your crown chakra.
Carry one of these stones for awhile: river pebble, Sun Stone, Snowflake Obsidian

Key Phrase: Opportunities abound.

Correspondences
Minor Arcana: Suit of Earth
                           Individual cards: 1’s and 5’s of all suits

Air: 1  ♦ Water: Mystic, Achiever
Earth: 10, Mystic  ♦ Bridges: 6, Achiever

Astrological: Sun in Leo in the 5th house
Time of Day: Dawn
Direction: East
Element: Earth
Season: all
Chakras: all
Colors: rainbow
Rune: Thurisaz

*********
If you enjoyed this excerpt and would like to read more, Radiant Wisdom Tarot is available:
Tarot Card Deck with Paperback Book
Deck of Tarot Cards without book
Both available from RadiantWisdomTarot.com

eBook without deck of cards
Available from Amazon Barnes & Noble

http://www.radiantwisdomtarot.com/buytarot.html
http://www.amazon.com/Radiant-Wisdom-Tarot-ebook/dp/B00BJDOBWK/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1361536673&sr=1-1
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/radiant-wisdom-tarot-laughing-womyn-ashonosheni/1114677906?ean=2940016259789
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